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Your works are completely captivating and mysterious, transporting us to a unique place. In your opinion, 
are your styles how you picture the future of photography, being so futuristically fascinating?
This way of portraying reality is so natural to me that I can’t give you a proper answer. I have always 
been fascinated by ethereal, theatrical absurdity and unique character design. Maybe that’s why I 
find Robert Wilson’s work, his enigmatic and grotesque characters, his approach towards hybridisa-
tion of the body [“Think of the body as a piece of living sculpture”] and his minimalistic, impressive 
set arrangements so immersive and truly inspirational. 

Your work pushes the limitations between fashion, sculpture, and the human anatomy. What makes these 
three subjects so significant when creating the final work of art?
Satisfying the perpetual urge to synchronize potentially random elements in a perfectly aligned 
order with a pinch of surreal absurdity. I think this passage describes it pretty well:
“The image is a pure creation of the mind. It cannot be born from a comparison but from a juxtapo-
sition of two more or less distant realities. The more the relationship between the two juxtaposed 
realities is distant and true, the stronger the image will be - the greater its emotional power and 
poetic reality. [Pierre Reverdy, Nord-Sud, March 1918]”

At what stage in your life were you aware of such inner talent and creativity, and was there one particular 
individual who inspired your story to success?
I am not really sure when it all started. As a child I was quite creative and mostly inspired by books, 
films and music videos on channels like MTV and VIVA! I grew up in the 80s and 90s – times of 
improvisation, exaggeration, explosion of colours, bold compositions and textures and introduction 
of new technologies (still remember my fascination with a walkman). I think it was more about 
juxtapositions and explosive influences rather than a particular person (Ok I would lie if I wouldn’t 
mention David Bowie, Grace Jones and Michael Jackson, but I see them as part of the visual move-
ment at that time) that influenced me or fuelled my ideas. 
I have always been interested in a semantic and semiotic side of language - both written and visual 
- and enjoyed exploring di!erent techniques of idea implementation as well as a hybridization of 
various disciplines in general. Beautifully arranged food, a well-designed poster, an immaculately 
composed outfit – minimalism and detail were the fascination.
I have always been involved in a design side of the projects, regardless of the field I was working in. 
At a certain point, I couldn’t resist the urge to create something myself, to materialize things that ha-
ven’t tangibly existed before - apart from being an elusive idea in my head. The photography turned 
out to be the perfect medium: I could freeze an ingenious arrangement of elements in a frame and 
dismantle them directly after, without loosing the final result that was captured on film. This repeti-
tive process of giving birth to something, improving the connotation and denotation techniques and 
a perpetual journey of finding the right (or wrong) solutions in a playful manner in order to achieve 
a certain e!ect has always been paramount in my work.

ORIGINALLY INSPIRED BY BOOKS, FILMS AND MUSIC VIDEOS AS A CHILD, MADAME 
PERIPETIE HAS INGENIOUSLY CATAPULTED HER UNIQUE STYLE OF PHOTOGRAPHY INTO 
REALMS OF COMPLETE FUTURISTIC AND THOUGHT PROVOKING LAVISHNESS. WITH HER 

MARVELLOUS METHOD OF MADNESS, HER ONE-OF-A-KIND WORKS HAVE QUITE LITERALLY 
ASTOUNDED AUDIENCES AND HAVE ENSURED HER IDIOSYNCRATIC DESIGNS ARE WITHOUT 

A DOUBT THE FUTURE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

‘Minimalistic opulence’ has been an accurate description of your style of work. 
Could you describe your creative process?
I see it as an arrangement of elements on a blank canvas: you start with a 
solid base and an initial idea. Then you slowly move to drawing and layer-
ing the paint and towards more sophisticated details like in a staged movie 
scene. The interrelation of transmitting/inhaling, encoding/decoding and 
interpreting/misinterpreting objects and situations is very intriguing.  If 
you are lucky the creative process works instantly; if not, you need to start 
from scratch again. But creative thinking depends on absurdity and the 
nerve to embrace failure in the end, doesn’t it?
I do a lot of research when it comes to the topic I am working on: art 
and cultural references, colour combinations, textures and composition; 
but I intuitively decide on the day how I will position my protagonist in 
a frame. I love the fact how the famous jazz musician Miles Davis used 
to define the improvisation: “I’ll play it first and tell you what it is later.”   
Those few percent of spontaneity are essential in order to counter-bal-
ance the rigid and systematic structure of the incubation process. For me, 
photography is a perpetual construction of reality. I am also a very intui-
tive person – at times I establish certain visual connections without giving 
them too much thought.

For autumn/winter 2013, you collaborated with high street fashion giants like 
Topshop. Did you enjoy this exciting working partnership? 
Yes, we collaborated twice  - for AW2013 and Christmas 2013. It was a 
brand new experience for me, as my role was of the designer and creative 
director working with a Topshop Visual Merchandising Team rather than a 
photographer. It was great to see the actual pieces being physically made 
and presented in a commercial context to a very big audience.

Out of all your works, which is your favourite piece, and why?
This is a very di"cult question as I don’t have THE favourite photograph. 
Although more than a particular photograph I remember the feeling I had 
experienced years ago, when I got my first large format film developed. 
This pure joy and fulfilment of getting your first exposure right was un-
surpassable.

Are there any exciting projects held in the pipeline for you, and how do you 
vision your work developing in years to come?
I have just finished my long-term photographic project DREAM SEQUENCE. 
It is a book about character design and sublime beauty. The title depicts an 
illusion, something intangible, a bizarre modification of imaginative space 
that seems to transpire to the real world. It evokes a symbiosis of con-
tradictory feelings: an abiding fascination and an uncomfortable agitation 
towards the depicted characters; a renewed and reshaped interpretation 
of possibilities of physical representation of the body.  Every protagonist 
is very ornamental and full of irresistible radiant meta-physicality and be-
comes a part of an enigmatic dream-like story without beginning or end. 
The book is a documentation of a spiritual journey though a creative, high-
ly aestheticized limbo.  
It was a collaboration with stylist Stella Arion, make-up artist Marina Keri 
and numerous models and talented fashion designers I had an honour to 
work with. It will be published by seltmann+söhne (Germany) and availa-
ble worldwide this February.
Currently, I am designing animated characters for TV commercials and 
moving towards music and art collaborations, exploring new technologies. 
Maybe in the future I won’t photograph at all – in the end it is just one of 
the visualization tools, which might be even get incorporated into our body 
in the future.

Who would your ultimate dream person to work with be?
Visionary minds, artists, musicians and filmmakers. Collaborations that 
fuel creativity and mutual growth. 

If there were a single publication you’d love to see your work featured in, which 
one would it be, and why?
I would love to shoot for I-D and Dazed and Confused as the have been a 
part of my visual journey for a long time. It is more of a sentimental thing.

“
I have always been fascinated by ethereal, theatrical 

absurdity and unique character design.
”


